
CONCEPT 2
The next generation prompt desk for 
innovative professional control

Concept 2 is…
• Ergonomic

• Low profile design

• Height adjustable

• Width scalable

• DSE compliant

• Fully configurable 

Typical Applications:
• Theatre and Auditorium

• Touring shows

• Concert Halls

• Educational spaces

• Professional venues

Offering a new way of thinking for stage and venue 
control, Concept 2’s clever operation has been designed 
for practical everyday use.

Following intensive stages of research and design, our 
in-house team of designers and engineers took the 
opportunity to understand how the industry currently 
approached this complicated piece of equipment and 
what can be done to improve its usability. 



In a progressive move for prompt desk manufacture,  
we worked with the SMA and listened to stage managers 
across the UK, to develop valuable user benefits, through 
continuous feedback and consultation. 

A complete rework of the prompt desk as we know it, 
we believe the Concept 2 will greatly improve the future 
working environment for DSMs worldwide.

Conforming to DSE regulations and aligned ergonomic 
support, Concept 2 is completely height adjustable and 
width scalable, ensuring a reduced risk of muscle strain 
and over stretching.

Mimicking the seating position of modern offices and 
H&S compliant workstations, the Concept 2 can adapt 
to your performance requirements, with control buttons 
positioned at a reduced operating angle, reducing  
wrist fatigue. 

Monitors are positioned at a natural viewing height, 
eliminating the common issue of neck and shoulder 
tensions. The improved natural angle now provides a 
clear line of sight for the operator, avoiding the need to 
continuously turn the head and monitor live action  
during a performance.

Light weight and adaptable, the Concept 2 can be fully 
customised to work effectively in your space, with a 
variety of professional show communication features 
to choose from:

• Intercom

• 4K Monitors

• Cue System

• Paging System

• NTP time synced clocks and timing function

• Fully configurable buttons

• Dimmable task lighting

• Desk storage

As the latest addition to the SM Console range, the next 
generation Concept 2 delivers high performance output 
and retains 3rd party integration, without compromising 
on equipment positioning, function or user comfort.
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